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Our business delivers outstanding tailored
solutions to suit the task in hand.

BWB are one of the largest ownermanaged, multi-disciplinary
development consultants in the UK.

Because of our experience we are
able to call upon tried and tested
methods and processes to meet
development challenges.

With over 20 yrs experience across
a wide range of sectors we have
built a team of talented engineers,
technicians, consultants and
project managers with the expertise
to deliver successful projects.

What makes
BWB the
business that
it is today?

Blending the tried and tested with a
culture of innovation delivers results
that are neither over engineered, nor
overly complex.

Our Reach:
We provide over
70 services in
15 sectors to an
international
client base

PEOPLE
Our clients and fellow professionals
tell us they like working with BWB
because there’s a ‘different’ feel
and ethos to our company, by
comparison with our competitors.

Much of our success over
the last two decades has
been based on highly valued
business relationships, built on
professionalism and integrity.
These principles are reflected
in the strong sense of shared
pride amongst our people
for our outstanding business
performance.

We actively
foster a uniquely
creative and
supportive
environment
within our
business.

Awarded ‘one
to watch’ in the
Sunday Times
“Best Company
to Work For” list.

Multi
Disciplinary
Skillset
By understanding the processes and drivers we
can manage the project journey to achieve the
best outcome.

1,100

miles of roads
constructed

52,000
student
rooms built

Our specialist technical disciplines
are channelled through three
Business Groups:
•	Transport and Infrastructure Group
•	Environment Group
•	Buildings and Built Environment

1,100,000

sq ft of retail
space constructed

1200

classrooms built

Our scaleable service offering
ranges from an individual technical
discipline, to a fully integrated,
multi-disciplinary consultancy service.
Our culture promotes the well being
and sustainability of our clients, our
people and the communities in
which we operate.

“BWB have provided a first-class
service, reacting instantly to a very
demanding contractor to provide
cost effective, clever and innovative
design solutions time after time.
Always professional, punctual and
able – we have no hesitation in
recommending their services.”
Goodman, Project Director,
Martin Scambler

We keep an
eye on the
bigger picture

That’s why
our clients
recommend us

E-on, Nottingham

The broad range of services we provide has evolved
over the last two decades, during which we’ve
delivered a huge number of projects across a wide
spectrum of market sectors.

Prologis, Bradford

for more information on out project portfolio please go to

www.bwbconsulting.com
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